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BEST to see fall colors
PLACES in Europe
Growing up in the temperate climate of northern California, I was
lucky enough to experience all four seasons. My absolute favorite
time of the year was always the fall. Feeling the warm breezes cool
to a crisp, and seeing the lush green leaves slowly change to vibrant
hues of red and orange always brought a smile to my face. When I
moved to Texas, I missed seeing the colors so much that my mom
would actually pick up the burnished copper leaves on her lunch
hour and send them to me in the mail.

By Stacy Roman

During the summer months, Europe is a
bustling playground of beachgoers, hikers and
other outdoor enthusiasts. With crystal clear
waters of the Alps and golden, sandy beaches
stretched across the Mediterranean, it’s no
wonder. However, as the warm breezes begin to
chill and the days get increasingly shorter, many
regions of Europe transform into a colorful
autumn wonderland. Here are eight places to
visit to get your fall fix.

Lake Bled, Slovenia
Now that the busy tourist season is tapering off,
Lake Bled is a wonderfully quiet place to visit —
especially during the weekdays. Nestled in the
northwest corner of Slovenia, take a short bus
ride from the capital of Ljubljana to this relaxing
hamlet. Although the fog and dreary weather
may roll in, the stunning crimson leaves bring
a pop of life to the gray background. View the
rugged peaks surrounding the glassy waters
from the castle perched atop the hill. Peak
foliage viewing dates: mid-September through
the end of October.

Loire Valley, France

©123RF.COM/EUGENE SERGEEV

The rich valley surrounding the Loire River in
the middle of France is perfect for not only
winemaking, but also fabulous fall colors in
autumn. Visitors can help harvest grapes and
partake in many wine festivals throughout
continued on page 6

Lake Bled, Slovenia
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continued from page 4

the region. Take a sip of award-winning wine
while walking through the palatial Chateau
de Chambord. Or drive through the valley
and admire the rust-colored leaves lining the
riverbank. Peak foliage viewing dates: end of
September through mid-October.

Deutsche Weinstraße, Germany
Established in 1935, Gauleiter Josef Bürckel
presented the innovative idea of linking local
wineries and villages in the Pfalz wine region with
a single road. Hence, the Deutsche Weinstraße
was created. This lovely grape-growing region is
beautiful all year long. However, during autumn,
this 85-kilometer-long route transforms into rolling
hills of blazing colors of yellow, orange and red.
Take a day and stop at the different wineries to
sample their fantastic yields. Be sure to stop in after
the first frost of the season for a taste of Eiswein.
Peak foliage viewing dates: October.

Scottish Highlands, United Kingdom
The Scottish Highlands are truly magical any
time of year. Used as a backdrop for many
famous films, it’s easy to see why. Tall, sloping
mountainsides carve wide valleys and create
a dramatic landscape. The highest point in the
U.K., Ben Nevis, is located on the western central
coast of Scotland. With a plethora of rivers and
lakes, it is an outdoor enthusiast’s dream. Hike
through the fantastic foliage and listen to the
red deer stag bellows echoing through the
valleys. Be sure to stop at a local distillery for a
sample of authentic Scotch whisky. Peak foliage
viewing dates: mid- to late October.

the landscape surrounding the dramatic castle
appears to soften. To get the full effect, take a
drive on the roads of the Făgăraș Mountains.
With hairpin turns and steep curves, you’ll get
a spectacular view of the bright colors peeking
through the misty clouds. Peak foliage viewing
dates: October.

Douro Valley, Portugal
The luscious fertile hillsides lining the Douro
River in northern Portugal explode into fiery
hues of crimson and gold in the autumn months.
Easily accessible from the captivating coastal
city of Porto, snap postcard-worthy photos
as you glide along the water on a river cruise.
Or taste your way through the internationally
acclaimed wineries, sampling fantastic vintages
and enjoying stunning vistas along the way. Peak
foliage viewing dates: late October.

Bavaria, Germany
The German Alps are home to breathtaking
scenery all year long. Jagged peaks pierce the sky,
with dense forests clinging to the mountainsides.

Kraków, Poland
This beautifully preserved medieval city is one
of Poland’s oldest. With a somber past and a
renewed nightlife in the old town, Kraków is
well worth a visit. During the fall, ivy-adorned
buildings change from the camouflage of green
and gray to a stunning gradient of golden leaves.
Known as the Polish Golden Autumn, the best
time to visit Kraków is around All Saints Day.
Lanterns and candles cast a soft glow around
the city, illuminating the changing of colors even
more. Enjoy the delicious stews, savory sausage
dishes and root vegetables in season at one of
the charming cafés at Rynek Gtówny, the largest
market square in Europe. Peak foliage viewing
dates: late September through early November.

Transylvania, Romania
During October, Transylvania becomes one of
Europe’s most popular must-visit destinations.
Home to Bran Castle, famously associated with
the mythical legend of Dracula, this region
of Romania is enchanting and spooky at the
same time. As leaves show off their vibrancy,
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Fall is actually my favorite time to visit Bavaria.
The mountain air is crisp and cool, and the
leaves surrounding famous landmarks (think
Neuschwanstein Castle) give a colorful frame and
backdrop for iconic photos. Hiking is still doable
this time of year, so be sure to hit up one of the
jaw-dropping gorges. The trees lining the steep
ravines turn various shades of burgundy, yellow
and orange, in stark contrast with icy blue waters
roaring through. Peak foliage viewing dates: late
September through late October.

Amsterdam, the Netherlands
It’s easy to fall in love with Amsterdam. Bustling
cafés line the sidewalks in front of canal
houses with leaning gabled facades. Explore
the plentiful city parks, or learn about the
fascinating Dutch history and culture at one of
the interactive museums throughout the city. Or
simply take a stroll as the trees shed a beautiful
array of leaves, creating a colorful carpet along
the banks of the canals. Peak foliage viewing
dates: mid-October. n

Germany
Burg Frankenstein, Darmstadt

continued on page 10
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Germany

BURG FRANKENSTEIN
By Shereece Spain

I love October! The endless scary and
gory movies are to die for. I’m one of
those odd people that totally enjoys
watching horror flicks by candlelight at home alone. I love going
to haunted houses or taking tours,
especially here where the monsters
can- and will- touch you. I may not
be able to sleep at night, but I’ll
catch up on that when the month is
over. It’s even better when you get
up close and personal with haunted
or creepy locations.
There is no shortage of haunting
locations in Germany. While you’re
stationed here, creep on over to
Darmstadt for the must-see Frankenstein Castle.

10

many. It’s doesn’t rank up there with Burg
Eltz or Neuschwanstein Castle; however,
it’s the backstory that pushes this castle to
the top of bucket lists. Your teachers forced
you to read the book. You’ve probably seen
many different versions of the movie. Why
not get a look at the castle that quite possibly gave Mary Shelley the inspiration for
her legendary tale of Frankenstein?

want to miss a delicious meal while overlooking the charming village of Darmstadt.

In the late 1600s, it was the home of
Johann Konrad Dippel. He had an affinity
for alchemy, which led to the discovery of
Prussian Blue and, allegedly, an elixir for
reversing the aging process. He heavily
studied the transference of souls between
dead and live animals and, eventually, human corpses. Sound familiar?

Who says you can only be scared in October? Throughout the year, the castle hosts
haunting dinner shows, such as Jack the
Ripper and Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. Ticket
prices and menus vary by show, but start
around 77 euros.

Get your scare on

A resurrecting history

You can schedule personal tours of the castle or wander through on your own. Hearing
the history on how this castle has become
so famous from one of their experts makes
your visit that much better.

The understated grandeur of Burg Frankenstein feels like any number of castles in Ger-

When you’ve set your date to go, also make a
reservation at the restaurant onsite. You won’t

Thanks to some U.S. Soldiers in the 1970s,
Frankenstein Castle has become the stage
for one of the largest Halloween parties in
Germany, held on October 31 each year.
Tickets go quickly so be sure to get yours as
soon as possible.

While in Germany, we
have a unique opportunity for chills and thrills.
Be sure to add Burg
Frankenstein to your
fright fest bucket list! n
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The German landscape, ranging from the majestic
Bavarian Alps to the North and Baltic seashores,
is dotted with over 20,000 castles. Some are
beautifully restored and house elaborate museums
that stand as a testament to bygone eras, whereas
others were deliberately built in a state of ruin.
While you can bask in the splendor of all types of
castle creations as you journey through the magical
land of Germany, here are five castles not to miss!

Like something straight out of a storybook, Lowenburg
Castle in Wilhelmshohe Berg Park is the epitome of a knight’s castle
from the Middle Ages and is considered one of the first buildings in the
Gothic Revival in Germany. The name translates to “Lion’s Castle,” and
this structure was built in the late 18th century to deliberately look like
it stands in a romantic state of ruin. Though the exterior doesn’t boast
grandeur, the inside is home to an armory with 16th and 17th century
armor, a chapel with the grave of castle designer Heinrich Christoph
Jussow and magnificent Baroque-style rooms. The castle grounds are part
of Berg Park, where water displays that run on natural pressure delight
tourists and locals alike.

2

Hohenzollern

Renovated in the 19th century, this castle is the ancestral seat of
Prussian Royal House and Hohenzollern Princes. Sitting neatly at the top
of the Swabian Alb plateau, this castle can appear as if mystically floating
on clouds. The castle was designed with a fascinating combination of
medieval asceticism, Gothic mysticism, as well as Neo-Romantic style,
and has 140 rooms open for touring. The rooms display grand pieces
continued on page 14
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Hohenzollern Castle
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Lowenburg Castle

Lowenburg

continued from page 12
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Schwerin

4

Eltz

Located on its own island, the fairy tale
Schwerin Castle has sky-high towers, golden
domes and sparkling pinnacles. It was once
the home to the Grand Dukes of MecklenburgSchwerin. Inside the castle, the museum is open
to visitors and features ballrooms, a throne
room, weaponry and a porcelain collection. The
Baroque gardens that surround the castle are
meticulously cared for and cover 50 acres. This
spectacular duo of castle and gardens are sure
to leave even the harshest of critics awestruck.
Don’t forget to check out the Castle Chapel for a
glimpse of the golden-starred ceiling. After your
tour of the grounds, stop by the cafe to enjoy
coffee and cake while you soak up some sun
in the orangery at the base of the main tower.
With the embodiment of German culture, this
location is not to be missed!

A truly unique find, this castle is not
only untouched by the ravages of war, but also
still owned by family members of the original
builders. Surrounded by flora and fauna in a
natural paradise, this castle is perched upon an
oval rock in the Eltz Forest and has eight towers
along with a timber frame. Original furnishings
can be found throughout the castle for this
pristinely kept historical site, giving a first-hand
experience of Middle and Early Modern ages.
Interior rooms include an armory, treasury,
knight’s hall, a 15th century kitchen and many
other fascinating pieces of art. This astounding
castle wasn’t finished overnight. It took 500
years of construction to complete and once held
up to 100 family members and equally as many
servants at a single time. What more could you
want out of a castle experience?

Eltz Castle

Hohenschwangau Castle

Hohenschwangau

First mentioned in the 12th century,
this castle on a hill near Lake Alpsee in Bavaria
was the childhood home of King Ludwig
II. Knights were the original owners of the
castle until the 16th century. During this time,
the castle was damaged by many wars and

14

Schwerin Castle
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conflicts. From 1832 to1836, Maximilian of
Bavaria, Ludwig II’s father, rebuilt the castle in
the original Neo-Gothic style. The largest room
in the castle to tour is the banquet hall, or hall
of the heroes, where paintings depict scenes
of the Wilkina Saga. Queen Mary, the mother
of King Ludwig II, had an oriental bedroom in
the castle. The vibrant colors and patterns stem
from Turkish and Greek influences and are still
very visible today. Once Ludwig II became king,
he started construction on perhaps one of the
most famous German castles, Neuschwanstein.
If time permits, these two castles are great to
knock out in one day!

© IMIJE SHOTS/123RF.COM

like the crown of the Prussian Kings and
magnificent jewelry collections. In addition to
the castle, there are courtyards, chapels, a cafe
and souvenir shops. For the more adventurous
visitor, the castle can be reached by hiking, but a
shuttle service is available.

Each and every castle has a special
story and an abundance of history
attached to it. Built in a range of styles,
these five castles are sure to give you
a good taste of what Germany has to
offer. While some castles rest amongst
carefully tended gardens, others
perfectly compliment the surrounding
wild nature. Regardless of the location,
take some time to get to know the
history and enjoy the architecture of
each of these lovingly restored and
maintained works of art. n
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SECRET
By Kristi Adams
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See
Belfort Tower – Towering above the Ghent
skyline is the Old Belfry. The first gilded copper
dragon was put on top of the tower in 1382.
One has been perched on the tower protecting
the city ever since. A huge plus for touring the
Belfort is an elevator that makes several stops in
the tower, giving you amazing views of the city
– without having to climb quite so many steps.
Gravensteen Castle – The former castle of the
counts is a 12th-century stone fortress complete
with a moat, turrets and arrow slits. There’s also
a sizable weapons museum with torture devices.
Graslei and Korenlei markets – Meander
through these delightful city centers, hop on a

16

boat for a canal tour or just enjoy a nice Belgian
beer at a waterside café.
St. Bavo’s Cathedral – Along with stunning
architecture and a magnificent crypt, the
cathedral houses the most-frequently stolen
artwork of all time; the Adoration of the Mystic
Lamb by Hubert and Jan van Eyck. Known as the
Ghent Altarpiece, this monumental oil painting completed in 1432 contains 12 massive oak
panels. In WWII, the Nazi’s paranormal research
group thought the masterpiece contained a
hidden map to the Holy Grail, creating a race
among the Nazi art theft unit to see who could
capture it first. They succeeded, but the piece
was eventually rescued and returned by the US’s
Monuments Men.
Graffiti Street – Just past the Korenlei market
is a delightful little gem known as Graffiti Street.

Arrive. Explore. Discover. StripesEurope.com

The actual street name is Werregarenstraat.
Once you find it, you’re treated to an explosion
of colorful wall murals.
Nighttime Magic
Ghent is beautiful during the day, but becomes
absolutely stunning at night when the city
comes alive with light. The nighttime splendor
of the city is a carefully crafted network of
thousands of lights developed by the famous
lighting designer Roland Jéol. The city has won
several international awards for its lighting plan,
including the highest rating of three stars by the
prestigious Michelin travel guide.
Standing on St. Michael’s Bridge, one of the
best nighttime views of the city, we saw the city
lights flicker. At first, I thought it was my imagination – until they flickered again.
The flickering is in fact part of an art installation
titled “Ai Nati Oggi” meaning, “For Those Born
Today”. Artist Alberto Garutti partnered with
the Ghent City Council to connect the square’s
streetlights to the local maternity hospitals!
When a newborn arrives, the parents can press a
button in the hospital, which subtly announces
to the world via flickering light that they’ve
welcomed a bright new addition to their family
and to the city.

Eat & Drink
There’s no shortage of great food and drinks to
be had in Ghent. Here are a few of my favorites:

©JORDI2R./123RF.COM
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LUNCH
Restaurant De Graslei – For a gourmet
lunch at a bargain price – you’d be hardpressed to find a better option than De
Graslei. Located in one of the most charming market squares in the city, the view is
just as stunning as the food. Treat yourself
to a three-course lunch, for just 17 – 19
euros per person! Reservations are smart
for lunch and a must for dinner.
www.restaurantdegraslei.be/en

DRINKS
Café Galgenhuisje– As the smallest and coziest pub in Ghent, “The Gallows House” offers
a wonderfully quaint, medieval ambiance and
one of the neatest places to grab a nice Belgian
beer. It might take a few tries to snag a seat but
a stop is worth it. www.galgenhuis.be/
Het Waterhuis aan de Bierkant – Located
next to the river, the Waterhouse offers a large
selection of beers, including several great
house beers, in addition to some very nice
salads and snacks.
The Drifter and The Mix. If you find yourself
craving something different, take a rum-filled
journey through these two Tiki bars. Tiki bars,
you ask? You bet, since these two bars whip up
some of the best cocktails in the city using top
spirits and the freshest ingredients.

DINNER
Amatsu – Take advantage of Ghent’s nauti-

cal access and head to one of the best sushi
restaurants we’ve found since stationed in
Europe. Amatsu offers a wide range of a la carte
items as well as full-tasting menus, in a lovely
dining setting. Reservations are a must. Tip: For
a romantic and quiet candle-lit dinner, ask to sit
in the courtyard. www.amatsu.be/
Ankara – For a Mediterranean treat, head to
one of the top-rated restaurants in the city.
Ankara offers excellent value, with large sharing
platters meant for two people but loaded down
with enough delicious meats, cheeses, and sides
that it could easily be shared by four.
www.ankararesto.be/
If you drive to Ghent, don’t forget to swing by
the Carrefour market to stock up on those
hard-to-find Belgian brews. After one visit to
Ghent – you might just find yourself counting
down the days until the next trip. n

London

Big Ben and Houses of Parliament
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London is known for being a royal, historic city
and, of course, popular for those British accents.
However, it’s also known for being pretty pricey.
Not to worry, it’s time to “keep calm and carry
on” because having a memorable trip to London
on a budget is possible!

EUROPE
on a Euro:
€

By Mary Del Rosario

1 See the hustle and bustle of this teeming
metropolis with a free walking tour provided
by Sandemans. The tours are offered daily from
10 a.m. to 1 p.m. and the meeting point is at
Covent Garden. Tipping is highly appreciated.
2 Eat the breakfast of champions at Cereal
Killer Café, a cereal bar filled with countless
loved cereal brands and plenty of delicious
toppings. Each bowl, customized by you, costs
between 4 and 5 pounds.

3 Tour the National Gallery that houses
masterpieces by renowned artists such as van
Gogh, da Vinci, Michelangelo and Renoir.

4 Educate yourself at the British Museum, a
popular museum filled with history and culture.
Tickets are 10 pounds for adults and children
under 16 are free.

5 Pay a visit to Big Ben, the world’s most
famous clock. However, due to renovations,
seeing the Queen Elizabeth Tower (the official
name) in all its glory may be difficult.

6 See explosions of color in East London from
impressive street art. Shoreditch in particular is
known for its amazing graffiti.
7 Smell the roses and uncover history at
Kensington Gardens. This garden is home
to ornate treasures that include the Albert
Memorial, the Peter Pan Statue and the Diana
Memorial playground. Admission is free.
22

London

8 Take a stroll through Hyde Park, London’s
largest city park that is part of the Royal Parks
of London.
9 Spend some time at St. James Park where
many avian wildlife including ducks and
pelicans call home. Be sure to bring some bread
so your children can feed the birds!
10 Witness the changing of the guards at
Buckingham Palace to see how the royals show
their nobility. This event is free to all, and to
ensure a perfect viewing spot, arrive early.

11 Window-shop your way down Covent
Garden, London’s main theater and
entertainment area. Though there will be many
high-end stores waiting for you, remember that
window-shopping can be just as fun!

12 Tour Buckingham Palace, home of the
Queen and royal occasions. Adults are 24
pounds and children ages six to 17 are 17
pounds. Children under five are free.

13 Take pictures in front of Tower Bridge, a
well-known suspension bridge that crosses the
River Thames. For the best shots, head to Butler’s
Wharf, a historic building on the southern part
of the River Thames.

14 Get your hands on some fish and chips
at Poppies Fish and Chips because when in
London…The portion you’ll receive of this

©RAFAEL BEN-ARI/123RF

popular English dish is enough for two people,
making it easy on your wallet.

15 Order an affordable pint at The Chandos,
a typical English pub located in the famous
Trafalagar Square.
Tip: With many museums and attraction this city
offers, buy The London Pass for 69 pounds for adults
and 49 pounds for children, in order to gain free
entry to over 80 attractions, tours and museums.

Just because London isn’t known for its
affordable experiences doesn’t mean it
can’t be done. With this budget-friendly
list, you and your wallet can experience
the fun this city offers! n

Warner Bros. Studio, Leavesden

MagiCaL harry Potter
sites to Visit in the u.k.

n a train from
Manchester to
London King’s
Cross station,
the idea for the
Harry Potter
series came to
J.K. Rowling and
she immediately
started writing. The plots were outlined over
the course of five years, and the first of seven
books was published in June 1997. These seven
international bestsellers have spawned eight
movies that broke box office records as the most
successful film franchise of all time. For Harry
Potter fans in Europe, the filming locations are
only a plane ride away.
Here are some of the must-see sites to excite
your inner wizard:

Warner Bros. studio tour
London - the Making of
harry Potter
At the Warner Bros. Studio in Leavesden, visitors
get a glimpse of sets from the beloved film
franchise. The tour includes a look at the Great
Hall, Harry’s home on Privet Drive, Diagon Alley,
Hogwarts Castle, costumes, technology, models
and many other awesome things. Halfway
through the tour, there is a café where guests
can try the delicious butter beer that Harry and
his friends drank in Hogsmeade. At the end of
the tour, you can buy all types of souvenirs and
candy from Honeydukes, the magical candy
shop. Choose from a wide variety of treats,
including Bertie Bott’s Every Flavor Beans and
the famous chocolate frogs.
https://www.wbstudiotour.co.uk
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Platform 9 3/4

PLatforM 9 ¾ king’s Cross
station, London
It was standing at Platform 9 ¾ where Harry,
Ron, Hermione and many other wizards first
boarded the Hogwarts Express to take them
to Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizadry.
Unfortunately, the magical platform doesn’t
really exist (at least not for us muggles) but
there is a silver plaque to commemorate where
Platform 9 ¾ would have stood, as well as a
pushcart sticking halfway out of the wall — a
great place for photo ops. There is also a Harry
Potter shop next door with souvenirs and sweets.
https://www.harrypotterplatform934.com/

rePtiLe house
London Zoo, London
In the first book, “Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s
Stone,” Harry takes a trip to the London Zoo
with the Dursleys, his adoptive family. It is in the
Reptile House that he first discovers his power
to talk to snakes. He also gets back at his cousin,
Dudley, by trapping him inside the glass with
the snakes. Tickets are pricey, but you get to
see other attractions at the London Zoo as well
including tons of shows and feedings. https://
www.zsl.org/zsl-london-zoo

© CHAVANA AMORNARIYAKOOL/123RF
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By Rachel Kersey

Leadenhall Market

LeadenhaLL Market,
London
The Leadenhall Market stood in as the entrance
to The Leaky Cauldron, a wizard’s pub in “Harry
Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone.” In the pub,
witches and wizards lined up to meet Harry
Potter, the boy who survived Voldemort’s
attack with only a scar on his forehead. This
was where Harry first met Professor Quirinus
Quirrell, a major character in the first book. The
actual entrance to The Leaky Cauldron was the
storefront of an optical shop at 42 Bull’s Head
Passage. Leadenhall Market many places to shop,
grab a bite to eat, or sip on the beverage of your
choice. https://www.leadenhallmarket.co.uk

hogWarts’ great haLL
Christ ChurCh CoLLege,
oxford
Hogwarts’ Great Hall was replicated in the
studios in Leavesden, but it was inspired by
Christ Church’s Great Hall. In addition, the scene
where Professor McGonagall greets the firstyear students was filmed on the staircase right
outside Christ Church’s Great Hall. It was on
those stairs that Harry first encountered Draco
Malfoy and his henchmen, Crabbe and Goyle.
Christ Church is also the filming location for the
scenes where Harry is shown trophies his father
won as a seeker for the Gryffindor Quidditch
team. www.chch.ox.ac.uk
continued on page 26

continued from page 24

The London Millennium Footbridge

London MiLLenniuM
footBridge
In “Harry Potter and the Half Blood Prince,”
the Death Eaters, Voldemort’s loyal followers,
swarmed the London Millennium Footbridge,
tearing it apart as terrified Londoners tried
to cross as quickly as possible. Today, the
bridge is a fully functional passage across
the River Thames. And as a bonus, from the
bridge, you can see the tops of the Houses of
Parliament. You might remember those Gothic
spires from “Harry Potter and the Order of The
Phoenix,“ when Harry and other members
of Dumbledore’s Army flew past them on
broomsticks. https://www.visitlondon.com/
things-to-do/place/442404-millennium-bridge

Glenfinnan Viaduct

gLenfinnan ViaduCt
This viaduct is featured in one of the most
iconic scenes in the Harry Potter franchise. In
“Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets,” the
students on board the Hogwarts Express cross it
on their journey to Hogwarts. It is also featured
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Glencoe, Scotland

in “Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire,” when
the dementors stall the train to torture Harry.
On the Jacobite Steam Train, you can ride over
the Glenfinnan Viaduct too and overlook Loch
Shiel, the deepest seawater loch in Europe. It is
84 miles round trip and has been called one of
the greatest train journeys in the entire world.
You will see Ben Nevis, the highest mountain
in Britain, Loch Morar, the deepest freshwater
loch in Britain, River Morar, the shortest river in
Britain, and the beautiful villages of Lochailort,
Arisaig, Morar, and Maillaig, the train’s final
destination. https://www.westcoastrailways.
co.uk/jacobite/jacobite-steam-train-details.cfm

the eLePhant house,
edinBurgh

gLenCoe, sCotLand

While the entire United Kingdom
has filming locations dotted all
throughout, these are some of
the most iconic. Even though
Harry Potter is sadly fiction, a trip
to any of these sites allows for a
real-life encounter with “The Boy
Who Lived!” n

The landscape of Hogwarts was filmed in this
Scottish village in the highlands. At Glen Nevis,
you can see the Steall Falls from the Tri-Wizard
Tournament in “Harry Potter and the Goblet of
Fire.” In addition, Hagrid’s hut was in Glencoe
and Quidditch matches were filmed with Glen
Nevis in the background. www.glencoescotland.
com/about-glencoe/harry-potter

This café takes hardcore fans back to where it all
began. It was in the back corner of this coffee
shop that J.K. Rowling sat and wrote “Harry
Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone” as well as many
of her other early novels as she overlooked the
Edinburgh Castle. The Elephant House serves
breakfast, lunch and dinner and boasts a large
selection of teas, coffees, wines and beers
as well as reasonably priced pastries. www.
elephanthouse.biz
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COMMUNITY FEATURE

Germany
in the Fall

By Kennedi Turner –
7th grader from Ansbach MHS

When we first moved to
Germany my dad had already
been living here for a little
while. It was summertime and
my dad kept telling us that we
should wait for fall because
of how beautiful it was. Fall
finally came around and I could
not believe my eyes, everything
was so wonderful. All the
castles are surrounded by
forests so the leaves all around
made them more beautiful and
the fests were so much fun as
well as the blummens, which
are places where you can go and
pick pumpkins.

There are quite a lot of fests in Germany. One
of my favorite fests is the pumpkin fest. The
pumpkin fest is wonderful because there are so
many things to do there. The Kürbisfest (which
is what the Germans call it) has pumpkin food,
pumpkin cookies, soup, pasta, and bread. There
is also a theme every year. A few years ago I
went and the theme was “Take Flight” there were
things from planes to birds. It was amazing!
Another one of my favorite things in the fall
are the Blummens or Selbplucken (self pluck).
Blummens are places where you can go and pick
flowers in the spring but pumpkins in the fall. The
Blummen has a big bucket for money and little
hooks for knives. You put the euro in the bucket
and grab a knife and go pick your pumpkin. Don’t
forget about integrity and pay the correct price!

Germany in the fall can be
so very beautiful. There are
many things to do like going
to castles, going to fun fests
and picking your very own
pumpkin. I love fall in Germany
and I really hope that you take
my advice and go do these
things. Germany can be truly
amazing especially in the fall. n

One of my
favorite parts
of Germany in
the fall are the
castles. You find
them everywhere.
When we went to a castle in the fall a few years
ago I was speechless! I did not know such beauty
existed. We walked around and took pictures but
really just seeing all the leaves on the ground
made me happy. I had my doubts about living in
Germany but seeing that sold me.

©ELENA PODOLNAYA/123RF
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Events & Festivals
OCTOBER 2018

BAVARIA
Michaeli-Dult (Volksfest)
Through Oct. 3, Amberg

Oktoberfest

Through Oct. 7, Munich

Michaelis-Kirchweih

Through Oct. 14, Fürth
With its market, carnival rides, and gaming
booths, this traditional church fair looks back
on 900 years of history. Unlike other events of
its kind, this one takes part in the city streets.
Over 3000 participants march in one of the
event highlights, a thanksgiving parade, from
11 a.m. Oct. 7.

Antikmarkt/Antiques Market
Oct. 3, Altstadt, Bamberg

Nürnberger Töpfermarkt/Nuremberg Pottery Market
Oct. 6-7, Schönen Brunnen and Hauptmarkt, Nuremberg

Long Night of Munich Museums

Oct. 20, Munich
About 90 of the city’s museums, galleries,
churches and other spaces offer exceptional
access to their collections alongside an eclectic
program of accompanying events. Participating institutions are open from 7 p.m. until 2
a.m. the following day. Tickets go for 15 euros.

KMC & THE PFALZ
Deutsches Weinlesefest/German
Wine Harvest Festival

Oct. 2-15, Neustadt an der Weinstraße
Highlights of Neustadt’s harvest celebrations include Germany’s largest winemaker’s parade on
Oct. 14 and fireworks set to music on Oct. 15.

International Blues Festival

Oct. 25-27, Kammgarn, Kaiserslautern

may be had by staking a bet on a duck of one’s
own at a cost of 3 euros. The action benefits
charitable causes. The race begins at 2 p.m.

RHINE-MAIN

European Pumpkin Championship
Weigh Offs

Enjoy Jazz Festival

Oct. 2-Nov. 17, Heidelberg

KinderTheaterFestival

Oct. 3-7, Neckarwiese, Heidelberg

Schlemmerwanderung (Culinary
Wine Hike)
Oct. 3, Oppenheim (from 10 a.m.)

Mainzer Oktoberfest

Oct. 18-Nov. 4, Messepark, Mainz

Halloween at Burg Frankenstein

Oct. 19-20, 26-27 and 31; Nov. 1-3
This bash set in castle ruins, the brainchild of
U.S. soldiers stationed nearby in the 1970s, is
still going strong. Gruesome creatures lurking
in the dark provide shivers and thrills. The
Sunday afternoon sessions are geared toward
children. Be sure to book tickets in good time.

Halloween Kinder-Party

Oct. 31, Luisenpark, Mannheim,
starts 5 p.m.

Halloween at Europa-Park

Oct. 22-Nov. 4, Europa-Park, Rust

Halloween Fright Nights

Haller Herbst (Wine Fest)

Oktoberkerwe/ October Fair

Tübinger Entenrennen/Tübingen
Duck Race

Oct. 5-7, Schwäbisch Hall

Oct. 6, Tübingen
It’s a race for first to the finish for the over 6,000
bright yellow rubber ducks that get tossed into
the Neckar River annually. A chance at glory

AHEAD

DEUTSCH-AMERICANISCHER
WEIHNACHTSMARKT

Nov. 16-18, Pullman City,
Eging am See
Pullman City, a theme park which seeks to
recreate the atmosphere of the American Wild
West, is the setting for a Christmas market
with country-music themed shows, a singing
Santa, gigantic Frosty the Snowman and a
Main Street decorated for the holidays. Tickets
are essential.

REST OF GERMANY
Oktoberfest Hannover

Oct. 5-14, Berlin

Halloween Horror Festival

Oct. 7-8, 13-15, 20-22, 26-31 and Nov. 2-4,
Movie Park, Bottrop

Lichtfest Leipzig/Leipzig Festival
of Lights
Oct. 9, Leipzig

Historischen Markttreiben zu
Meersburg/Middle Ages Market in
Meersburg

HORNSCHLITTENRENNEN/
HORNED SLED RACES

Jan. 6, Partnachalm,
Garmisch-Partenkirchen
The traditional wooden sledges long used
for transportation in this Alpine region take
their name from the horned shape of their
runners. Dozens of teams of four racers take
on the twisting and turning slope, hitting
speeds in excess of 60 miles as they go.
Tickets are necessary.

Oct. 12-14, Schlossplatz, Meersburg

Halloween @ LEGOLAND

Oct. 13-31, Legoland, Günzburg

Bremer Freimarkt (Volksfest)
Oct. 19-Nov. 4, Bremen

Halloween

Oct. 27 and 31, Burg Satzvey, Mechernich

Festival der Hexen und Magier/Festival of Witches and Magicians

© THOMASLOHNES/GETTY IMAGES

Oct. 6-7, Landstuhl and Kindsbach

Through Oct. 14, Cannstatter Wasen,
Stuttgart

Oct. 19-31, Festplatz, Speyer

Oct. 25-28, Stuttgart and Düsseldorf

Festival of Lights

Oct. 25-28, Wiesbaden
Every two years, the stars of tomorrow’s circus
and variety scene show off their considerable
talents. Twenty-five acts from eleven European
countries were selected to perform in this
prestigious festival. Ticket prices range from 10
to 52 euros.

Cannstatter Volksfest

Herbstmesse/ Fall Fair

New Fall Festival (concerts by electro and indie acts)

European Youth Circus

Culinary Beer Hike and Brewer’s
Market

Oct. 18-29, Messeplatz, Kaiserslautern

Oct. 20, Stuttgart

Oct. 27, Henkell Sektkellerei, Wiesbaden

Sektnacht bei Henkell/Henkell
Sparkling Wine Night

STUTTGART AND REGION

Oct. 13, 20, 27 and 31; Nov. 3, Holiday
Park, Haßloch

Stuttgartnacht

Through Oct. 14, Hannover
The world’s third biggest Oktoberfest celebration unfolds at the city’s Schützenplatz. Here,
visitors will find culinary treats in the form
of both Alpine favorites and specialties of
Lower Saxony, thrill rides, games and more.
Wednesdays are family days, with discounts on
the attractions, puppet shows, face painting
and more fun. Fireworks are shot off on Fridays
at 9:45 p.m.

Viezfest/Apple Wine Fest
Oct. 6, Merzig (Saarland)

Oct. 14, Blühendes Barock, Ludwigsburg

Wine Harvest Festival • Neustadt an der Weinstraße

PLAN

By: Karen Bradbury

Oct. 27, Mayen
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EVENTS

OCTOBER

For more USO-sponsored events, visit https://wiesbaden.uso.org.

REGULARLY OCCURRING EVENTS

nity a BIG thank you by having our mobile canteen in front of the USO Wiesbaden Exchange
Center from 1100-1500. Let us thank you all by
giving out free hot dogs, drinks, and popcorn!

October 27 - Trunk or Treat - The USO Wies-

month from 1100-1200. Help your little one get
in touch with their inner Picasso with this free
and fun program for caregivers and children 0-3
years of age. They will complete a fun and simple
take-home craft project!

baden will partner up with
the Red Cross and hold a
trunk or treat at the Taunus Theater parking area.
We will have our mobile
canteen with hot dogs,
drinks, popcorn, and LOT’S
of Halloween candy for
everyone! We will be there from 1630 until 1930
so come dressed in your spookiest costume for
a great time!!

Story Time Wednesday - On the second

October 31 - USO Fright Feast - One of our

Wednesday of every month our guests will enjoy
a reading of a children’s book along with snacks
first 14 families will receive a free
and crafts. The first
copy of the book!

most fun events of the year, the USO Wiesbaden
will have our annual Fright Feast at the USO
Cottage from 1630-1930. Come in your favorite
costume and enjoy some hot dogs, drinks, and
of course, CANDY!

Crayon Café - On the third Tuesday of every

Hump Day Hot Dogs at USO Wiesbaden
Clay Kaserne - Come and get a free hot dog
from the USO to help get you through your week
every Wednesday from 1100 to 1300!

La Leche League - On the fourth Friday
of every month from 1000 to 1130. La Leche
League has been helping mothers breastfeed
for nearly 60 years. Join Carol Hunter, who is
the program facilitator for this meeting of likeminded mothers.

USO COMMUNITY EVENTS
FOR OCTOBER
October 13 - Fall Fest - Come out the USO
Cottage and enjoy Fun, food, and dancing!! We
will have a pumpkin carving contest, line dancing, good food, photo booth, and pumpkins for
the kiddies to paint! Come out and have a fun
fall day for everyone from 1400-1800!! We hope
to see you there!!

October 17 - Customer Appreciation Day 34

The USO Wiesbaden wants to give the commu-

USO DISCOVER GERMANY
OCTOBER EVENTS
October 20 - Walking Tour of Wiesbaden and
Mainz - New in town or just wanting to learn how
to take the train or bus? Come and join USO as
we Discover Germany by taking a walking tour
of Mainz and Wiesbaden! We will meet at the

Wiesbaden Main train station at 1000, take a train
to Frankfurt, and then a walk around the city of
Mainz with a stop at the DOM! After letting you
discover the DOM, we will return to the train
station to return to Wiesbaden. We will then take
a bus to Wiesbaden and take a walking tour of
the city and see the sights to include the largest
coocoo- clock in the world. The price or your train
and bus ticket will be covered by the USO and
the museum entrance is FREE!! Please remember
to bring Euros for any souvenirs, snacks, or meals
you might want to purchase.

October 27 - SaTourday Frankfurt Museum
Tour - Looking for something to do on a Saturday? Then, come with the USO as we Discover
Germany by taking a train to a museum in
Frankfurt!!! We will meet at the Wiesbaden Main
train station at 1000, take a train to Frankfurt,
and then a short walk to the museum of the
month! After letting you discover the museum
for the day, we will return to Wiesbaden by train
by around 1700. The price or your train ticket
will be covered by the USO and the museum entrance is FREE!! Please remember to bring Euros
for any souvenirs, snacks, or meals you might
want to purchase.
All events and times are subject to change or
cancelation so please visit our centers for our
most current updates. Follow our Facebook
page for updates and other events too!

Walking Tour of
Wiesbaden & Mainz
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